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Ready to make every day simply amazing? After covering over 2 billion miles as the 
UK’s Leader in Electric Vehicles, the all-new Nissan LEAF is taking things to the next 
level, with a whole new look and exciting new technology. It still has zero exhaust 
emissions and is an exciting new way to drive, where the everyday is exhilarating. 

Simply amazing.
New Nissan LEAF.
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Go Everywhere
No congestion charge and parking benefits mean that no zone is off limits. 

Go with style and efficiency 
LEAF reveals a bold, sleek new look; sharp lines, a dynamic front end and 
a signature floating roof. It features a rear spoiler, a sleeker bonnet seam, 
crisp cut corners with aero fins as well as aero design wheels, all of which 

contribute to improved aerodynamics.

*NEDC (New European Driving Cycle)
**Pending final homologation

Go Further with the all-new 
40kWh battery giving 
235 miles* autonomy

With this extended range, the road is stretching out in front of you.**

Go with everything 
you need

5 seats, 435 litres of boot space, e-Pedal (the world’s 
first true one-pedal vehicle operation), instant torque, 

and Nissan ProPILOT: LEAF is a car like no other. 
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With Nissan Intelligent Mobility, your LEAF has never been more intuitive. 
See more around you, sense more, and do everything with more confidence. 

This is what driving was always supposed to be. 

for an experience like no other. Enjoy a new way of 
driving that pushes all the right buttons.

Prepare your senses

* Images of upholstery are for display purposes only and are not contractual

SEE 
MORE

FEEL IN  
CONTROL

FIND MORE  
THRILLS

BE MORE 
CONNECTED

DRIVE WITH MORE 
CONFIDENCE
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It’s a completely new way to drive, and a whole lot of fun. 
Imagine having the option to drive with one pedal. With the 
flip of a switch, you can easily switch from two pedals to one. 
Just press down for instant acceleration and ease off to 
slow down. You can even hold the vehicle on a hill without 
ever touching the brake.

e-Pedal. Speed up, slow down and brake with just the 
accelerator pedal, making for a smoother drive.

Of course, e-Pedal is more than just a thrilling new way to 
drive. It also helps reduce fatigue, so you can enjoy every 
second behind the wheel.

Exhilarating driving 
at the push of e-Pedal

STOP

GO
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when you need it most
So smart it can step in

You may not even know why traffic suddenly slows down. But Intelligent Emergency Braking 
with Pedestrian Detection is keeping an eye out and is ready to apply the brakes. Of course, 
that’s not the only way LEAF can step in to help keep you out of trouble. 

ProPILOT:
set your speed & then 
remain centered in the 
lane, ProPilot maintains 
your speed and keeps 
your distance, it can 

even bring you to 
a complete stop.

Intelligent 
Cruise Control:
watches the flow of 

traffic to maintain your 
speed, but at the same 

time, responds to traffic 
changes around you to 
maintain your chosen 
distance from the car 

in front.

Intelligent Lane 
Intervention:

helps keep you where you 
want to be. It applies the 

brakes to help gently guide 
you back if it detects that 

you’re unintentionally 
straying out of your lane 

for too long.

Intelligent Auto 
Headlights with 

full LED:
Your headlamps light your 

way by automatically 
turning on when it gets 

dark and then dip 
temporarily when 

an oncoming vehicle 
is detected.

Imagine driving with a suite of Nissan Intelligent Mobility features backing you up, including:
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6.6 KW HOME AND PUBLIC CHARGING

CHARGING TIME
16 HOURS (3.3KW)
8 HOURS (6.6KW)*

CHARGING TIME UP TO 80% 
40 MINUTES*

With an innovative charging system, it’s never been 
easier to get moving. And with a newly enhanced 
app that gives you access to your vehicle, getting 
a head start is just a tap away. 

50 KW PUBLIC QUICK CHARGING

Charging has never been so easy

*Pending homologation.
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With features like a D-shaped steering wheel, a distinctive new center console 
and a floating information screen that puts your phone at centre stage, 

the interior was designed to provide you with the most well connected driving 
experience. The NissanConnect EV app for iPhone and Android makes it 

simple to manage your Nissan LEAF wherever you can get a Wifi connection.
 It is the tool you need to check your charge level, find charging points, 

turn climate control on or off, locate your vehicle and more.

A whole new level of
connection

SEAMLESS MOBILE INTEGRATION 
Apple CarPlay** and Android Auto*** 
are the safer, smarter ways to enjoy 
the things you love on your phone. 
Access music, maps, make calls, send 
and receive messages – all hands-free. 
Just connect your phone and go. 

** Apple CarPlay is a trademark of Apple Inc. Apple CarPlay device requirements: iAP2, iPhone 5 
or later (lightening connector) and iOS 8.3 or later and needs to be connected via USB. 
Apple Carplay availability depending on market.

*** Android Auto is designed to work with Android phones running 5.0 (Lollipop) or higher and 
needs to be connected via USB. 
Android Auto availability depending on market.

YOUR MUSIC. YOUR WAY. Use Bluetooth 
streaming audio or the USB input to play 
music directly from your smartphone.

Images of upholstery are for display purposes 
only and are not contractual
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Enjoy your electric experience with the all-new LEAF before anyone 
else with LEAF 2.ZERO. High tech and low impact, it comes complete 
with Nissan’s intelligent ProPILOT technologies to protect the driver 
and support you on the road. 

Exclusive Launch Edition 
New Nissan LEAF

ProPILOT

Make a stand 
with a glossy black B pillar

e-PedalNew 40kWh 
battery

Keep discreet 
with privacy glass

Intelligent 
Around view 

monitor

Intelligent 
Driver 

alertness 

Interior rear 
view mirror with 

auto diming 

Nissan LEAF 2.ZERO comes with exciting new technology and a suite of 
Nissan Intelligent Mobility features that include

Nissan LEAF 2.ZERO
// Spring Cloud bodycolor version Pearl Black Z11Spring Cloud KBR

NISSAN LEAF 2.ZERO COLOUR
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OUR PROMISE. YOUR EXPERIENCE.

BATTERY QUALITY GUARANTEE
YOU want the reassurance of a functional 
battery.

NISSAN PROMISE to replace any part of the 
battery causing capacity loss of below 9 bars 
(out of 12) within your LEAF's warranty period.

CONTINUOUS EV ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE 
YOU want the peace of mind you get from 
our quality service to go even further.

NISSAN PROMISE to provide you with EV 
Roadside Assistance for free every time you 
service your car with us.

USE OF PETROL OR DIESEL CAR
YOU want to make extra-long journeys in 
your car.

NISSAN PROMISE to lend you a petrol or diesel 
car, free of charge, for up to 14 days during the 
fi rst three years.

HERE FOR YOU
YOU want your problems resolved quickly.

NISSAN PROMISE to propose a resolution to 
any problem within two working days.

When you purchase a LEAF from 
us, we'll look after you - for as long 
as you own it. That is our Promise.

Just call 0330 123 1231.
Please visit nissan.co.uk/evpromise. Terms and conditions apply.
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LEAF 2.Zero
ALL NEW NISSAN
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*Refer to owner’s manual for usage instructions

SAFETY
• ABS and EBD
• Brake Assist 
• Hill Start Assist
• 6 Airbags (Front, Side and Curtain)
• ISOFIX
• Intelligent Trace Control
• Intelligent Emergency Braking with Pedestrian 

recognition
• High-Beam Assist
• Lane Departure Warning
• Intelligent Lane Intervention
• Cross Traffic Alert
• Blind Spot Warning
• Thatcham Alarm 

AUDIO & TECHNOLOGY
• ProPILOT
 -  Intelligent Cruise Control and Speed Limiter
 -  Lane Keep Assist
 -  AutoSteer
• e-Pedal (with regenerative function)
• NissanConnect EV Telematics system (Activate 

Charging, Eco Routing, Driving Range, Preset  
Air Conditioning. Nearby Charging Stations  
and Touch Screen)

• 6 Speakers
• Intelligent Around View monitor 
• Moving object Detection 
• Intelligent Driver alertness 
• Parking sensors
• Heat pump-energy-saving cabin heating system

CONVENIENCE
• Rear View Mirror (with Auto Dimming)
• Heated Leather Steering Wheel
• Heated Seats (Front and Rear)
• Nissan Intelligent Smart Key with Start Button
• Automatic Air Conditioning
• Front and Rear electric Windows

EXTERIOR STYLING
• 17" Alloy Wheels
• Privacy Glass
• Electric Folding door mirrors
• B-pillar gloss black
• Front Fog Lamps
• Full projector halogen Headlights with  

follow me home function
• Tilt adjustable Steering wheel
• Automatic Headlights
• Rain sensing windscreen wiper
• Chrome Door Handles

 

THE LIMITED EDITION LEAF 2.Zero COMES WITH:

STANDARD 
EQUIPMENT

PRICING 

BASIC
£

VAT
£

TOTAL RETAIL
£

ON THE  
ROAD BEFORE 
GOVERNMENT 

GRANT
£

GOVERNMENT 
GRANT  

£

ON THE 
ROAD INC. 

GOVERNMENT 
GRANT  

£ 

MY18 2.Zero ProPILOT and Cold Pack 
Single Speed Automatic £25,779.16 £5,155.83 £30,935 £30,990 £4,500 £26,490

DIMENSIONS 

A: Overall length: 4,490mm
B: Wheelbase: 2,700mm
C: Overall width: 1,790mm
D: Overall height: 1,540mm

A

B

D

C

WARRANTY 

Nissan LEAF 2.Zero offers you:
• 5 years/ 60,000 miles warranty on all EV  

dedicated components and 3 years/60,000  
miles for standard components

• 12 Year anti-corrosion warranty 
• 18,000 miles service interval 

 
 
 

• Nissan LEAF Lithium-Ion battery warranty also 
protects against capacity loss below 9 bars of  
capacity (out of 12) as shown on the LEAF’s capacity 
gauge. For LEAF 30kWh/ 40kWh this is for a period  
of 8 years/ 100,000 miles 



Follow Nissan on:
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Every effort has been made to ensure that the content of this publication is correct at the time of going to press (September 2017). 
This brochure has been produced featuring prototype vehicles. In accordance with the company’s policy of continuously improving 
its products, Nissan Europe reserves the right to change at any time the specification and the vehicles described and shown in this 
publication. Nissan dealers will be informed of any such modifications as quickly as possible. Please check with your local Nissan 
dealer to receive the most up-to-date information. Because of the limitations of the printing processes used, the colours shown in 
this brochure may differ slightly from the actual colours of the paint and interior trim materials used. All rights reserved. Reproduction 
in whole or part of this brochure without the written permission of Nissan Europe is forbidden.

This brochure is made from chlorine free paper – MY17 LEAF PRE-LAUNCH brochure RHD - 09/2017 – 99999-54331 - Printed in EU.
Created by DESIGNORY, France and produced by eg+ worldwide, France – Tel.: +33 1 49 09 25 35

Nissan Intelligent Mobility guides everything we do. We’re using new technologies to 
transform cars from mere driving machines into partners. Together the journey is more 
confident, connected, and exciting. Whether it’s cars that share the task of driving with 
you, or highways that charge your EV as you go along, it’s all in the very near future. 
And it’s a future already taking shape in the Nissan you drive today.

Ready to get the all-new Nissan LEAF? Visit us online to order.

www.nissan.co.uk

Dealer stamp:
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